Many educators are leaving our schools due to burnout, lack of resources, and retirement.
53% of school leaders feel their school is understaffed.

Many educators are leaving our schools due to burnout, lack of resources, and retirement.
And there is no current pool of educators to fill the gap.
Our already understaffed schools are losing support quickly.
When schools are understaffed, the workload falls onto other, already overwhelmed teachers.
An NEA survey reported that 3/4 of members have had to take on other duties or fill in for colleagues due to these shortages. And 80% report that unfilled job openings have led to more work obligations for educators who remain.
UNDERSTAFFED SCHOOLS ALSO LEAD TO:

- Lack of 1:1 or small group attention
- Students don't receive targeted interventions
- Lack of necessary mental health support for students
- Deteriorated teacher-family engagement
WHERE CAN STATES & SCHOOLS FIND TALENT TO SUPPORT OUR EDUCATORS & STUDENTS ???
C4C College students can help fill the gap!
C4C TRAINS OUR COLLEGE STUDENTS IN:

MENTORING

DE-ESCALATION

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

SMALL GROUP FACILITATION

FIRST-AID & MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT

ACADEMIC SUPPORT STRATEGIES
Our college students provide the support & attention our teachers & students need.

Teachers Aide/Academic Support

Restorative Justice Practitioners

C4C

Student/Family Engagement